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Knowledge Organiser Focus: Celebrating differences

REE
Learn about Christian celebrations and 

commitments.
Express and communicate their understanding of 

the challenges of commitment for a Christian 

person and a Christian community.

Geography
Locate a number of countries in the Northern 

and Southern hemispheres.

Explore the different countries that make up 

Europe and locate them on a map.
Identify the capital cities of European countries.

PSHE
Understand conflict and bullying and how to 

overcome this.

To recognise families that are different to my 

own.

How to help someone who is being bullied.

To locate and label different cities
in the United Kingdom on a map.

Christianity Christianity is a religion based on the life and teachings of Jesus of 

Nazareth.

Ten commandments The rules of conduct given by the God Christians worship.

Hemisphere Half of the Earth, this is divided into Norther and Southern. 

Europe A continent in the Northern Hemisphere on Earth. 

Capital cities A city or town where the government and administrative center of a country or region. 

Conflict A serious disagreement or argument. 

bullying When someone is harmed either physically or emotionally on purpose. 

Witness A person who sees an event tale place. 

• The different festivals celebrated by 

Christians.

• I can name the capital cities 

of England, Wales, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland.

Can you find a link between 

the 10 Commandments of 

Christianity and the 5 

Pillars of Islam?.

Leon and the Place 

Between by Angela 

McAllister

Thinking deeper challenge

This cross is a 

symbol of 

Christianity. 

A map of Europe.



Knowledge Organiser Focus:

A 

PSHE

Conflict – When people have an argument 

or conflict it is important to know how to 

resolve it and move past it. This is something 

we will discuss within PSHE this half term.  

Bullying – Bulling is when someone is hurt 

by others. This could be name calling, or 

physically hurting someone and it is 

important to know what to do if you or 

someone you know gets bullied. 

Witness- Being a witness is seeing something 

happen, you could be a witness to bullying

and within PSHE you will learn what to do 

if that happens. 

RE

Christians worship inside Churches 

and the main day of worship is 

Sunday. Christians believe that Jesus 

is the son of God. The sacred book of 

Christians is the holy bible. 

They believe that Jesus is the founder 

of Christianity and that he was 

crucified, died and then resurrected.

Christians follow what is called the 

10 Commandments, these are very 

similar to rules that they follow. In 

Christianity it is believed that if they 

follow the 10 commandments, they 

are a good Christian.   

Geography
The Northern hemisphere contains 

North America, Europe, the 

northern two-thirds of Africa 

and most of Asia.

The Southern hemisphere contains 

South America, one-third of 

Africa, Australia, Antartica and 

some Asian islands.

Europe is a continent that is 

located in the Northern 

hemisphere.
Some of the countries in Europe

include England, France, Spain 

and Germany.

The capital cities of France, Spain and 

Germany are Paris, Madrid and 

Berlin.

Celebrating differences

Computing

Information can be presented in many different 

ways, including in a PowerPoint.

PowerPoint is a presentation programme that we 

will use in our Geography learning.



Knowledge Organiser Focus:

A 

PSHE

How could you help a friend 

if they were getting bullied?

What would you do to support 

you friend or family member 

solve a conflict? 

What should you do if you are 

a witness to bullying?

RE

What is the name of the place 

where Christians go to worship?

What is the Christian holy book 

called?

What are the 10 commandments 

that are followed by Christian

people?

Geography

Which countries are found in the 

Northern hemisphere?

Europe is a __________ in the 

_________ hemisphere.

Name the capital cities of six 

European countries.

Computing

What presentation programme is mainly used to present information?

What are the key steps of creating a PowerPoint presentation?

Celebrating differences


